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Abstract. A comparison is made of the approaches that are being used to assess the integrity of 
stccl and concrete structures. The paper attempts to draw general parallels and emphasize contrasts, 
while at the same time indicating the reasons for the different approaches. An importanl objective 
is to project the view that decided advantages are lo be gained by workers in the concrete field 
keeping a close watch on developments in the stccls field, and vice-versa, so as lo capilalize upon 
thinking in the other field. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Steel and concrete structures play a central role in 
energy production and transportation systems, and it is 
recognizcd that a structural failure can have disastrous 
consequences: human, financia! and environmental. 
This paper is being drafted while the large oil tanker 
Braer is breaking-up on the rocks of the Shetland 
Islands in Northern Britain and each day on our 
televisions we are witnessing the disastrous effcct of the 
oil spillage on the wildlife and the local fishing and 
agricultura! industries. Against this background, a 
crucially important technical challenge is the necessity 
to prcdict the bchaviour of a very Iarge cracked structure 
on the basis of experimental data obtained from tests 
conducted in the Iaboratory. The methodology that 
provides the linkage between structure and specimen 
behaviours is referrcd lo as Fracture Mechanics- a wide 
ranging subject which covers many aspects. It has been 
developed from the pioneering work of Griffith back in 
the 1920's [ 1] and it is appropriate lo record that this 
year we are celebrating the centenary of his birth. 

The objective of this paper is lo compare the 
approaches that are being used to assess the behaviour 
of steel and concrete structures. the paper has been 
prepared from a perspective whereby the author has 
spent much of his career researching on the behaviour 
of metallic, primarily steel, structures, working for and 
collaborating with large engineering organisations: 
Central Electricity Generating Board UK, AEA 
Technology UK, Nuclear Installations Inspcctorate UK, 
Electric Power Research Institute USA, Atomic Energy 
of Canada Limited and Ontario Hydro, Canada. 
However, during the last few years, the author has 

become progressively more interestcd in the behaviour 
of engineering materials in a more general sense, 
especially the behaviour of concrete structures. 

2. THE MECHANISTIC BEHA VIOUR OF 
CRACKED STEEL AND CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES 

When a crackcd steel structure is loaded under Mode 1 
plane strain conditions such that the relative 
displacement of the crack faces is perpendicular lo the 
crack, the stresses in the vicinity of the crack tip are 
relaxed by plastic deformation, with plastic zones are 
inclined lo the crack plane. This process continues until 
the deformation leve! in the immediate vicinity of the 
crack tip becomes sufficient for fracture to initiate and 
then the crack extends. 

With a cracked concrete structure, the stresses in the 
vicinity of a crack tip are relaxed by microcracking, 
with a microcracking zone spreading away from the 
initial crack plane an ' :~ essentially lenticular in shape. 
As with steel, th. process continues until the 
deformation leve! in the immediate vicinity of the 
ini tia! crack tip beco mes sufficient for there lo be a 
complete loss of cohesion al the initial crack tip. With 
such a material, unlike steel, the common practice is lo 
regard the leading cdge of the microcracking zone as the 
crack tip. This means that as the crack grows, its faces 
become bridges by unbroken ligaments of material 
behind the tip of the growing crack, this process 
procecding until there is a loss of cohesion at the initial 
crack tip position when the crack then grows together 
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with its microcracking zone (i.e. the front and rear of 
the microcracking zone both move). 

With regard to both a plastically deforming material 
such as steel, and also a microcracking material such as 
concrete, a model procedure that has been central to 
many fracture considerations is that which is based on 
the assumption that the non-Iinearity of material 
behaviour (plastic deformation or microcracking) is 
confined to an infinilesimally thin zone parallel to !he 
crack plane [2,3,4]. Such a zone is referred to as a 
cohesive, strip yield or line plastic zone (Figure 1). 
With concrete !he behaviour of the unbroken ligamcnts 
in the non-linear zone is averaged in such a way that 
their bchaviour is represented by a decrcasing stress (p) 
versus incrcasing crack face opcning (v) relationship. In 
this sense, the material can be regarded as being elastic 
softening, there being a softening zone, coplanar with 
the crack and extending behind the crack tip to the 
initial crack tip position. Quantitative dcscriptions of 
fracture in an elastic-softening material, such as 
concrete, are often based on the assumption that each 
material has its own unique p-v softening zone. The 
softening zone is said to be fully developed when the 
stress p falls to zero atthe trailing edge of the softening 
zone, i.e. the initial crack tip position, this situation 
being attained when !he relative displacement v attains a 
critica! value ve. With a plastically deforming material 
such as steel, the stress within the non-linear zone is 
usually assumed to retain a constant value Pe, 
representative of !he material's tensile yield stress; this 
value is operative untilthe relative displacement attains 
a critica! value Ve, which is a measure of the local 
ductility of the material in !he immediate vicinity of the 
initial crack tip. 

In the preceding discussion, with regard to both stecl 
and concrete, it has been assumed that the non-linear 
zone is fully developed (there is a complete Ioss of 
cohesion at the initial crack tip) when the relative 
displacement v wilhin !he zone attains a critica! value 
Ve. This criterion can also be describcd in terms o the ]
integral, whose importance in crack tip analyses has 
been a key feature of fracture theory during the Iast 
twenty five ycars. The J -integml was first discovered by 
Eshelby [5] during the course of a general investigation 
of elastic singularities, but its impact on fracture theory 
has stemmed primarily from Rice's efforts [6]. For the 
plane strain Mode I opening of a planar crack Iying 
along !he x 1 axis (Figure 2), !he J -integral is defined as 

r 

where r is a contour which surrounds !he crack tip, the 
con tour starting from !he lower crack surface and ending 
on the upper surface; ds is an elcment of contour 

length, nj is !he outward normal to !he contour, w~ile 
u¡ and W are, respcctively, !he displacement functiOn 
and strain energy function. The importance and 
usefulness of !he ]-integral arises as a consequence of 
ils path independence. It has !he same value irrespective 
of !he choice of contour r, and this means that its value 
can be determined via measurements that are made al 
distances far removed from the crack tip, which is 
clearly desirable from an experimental or test procedure 
perspective. Furthermore, by allowing the contour r lO 

degenerate into !he boundaries of !he non-linear zone in 
Figure 1, Rice [6] has shown that 

vT 

J = f p(v)dv (2) 
v=O 

where p and v are respectively the stress and 
displacement within the zone and VT is !he value of v at 
the trailing edge of the zone. Conscquently if the non
linear zone is fully developed, and there is a loss of 
cohesion al the initial crack tip, when the relative 
displacement VT attains a critica! value Ve, this state is 
attaincd when 

VT 

J = Jc = f p(v)dv (3) 
v=c 

i.e. when the J integral attains a critica! value le. With 
a plastically deforming material like steel, crack 
extension (with !he crack tip defined as the trailing edge 
of the non-linear zone) proceeds when this state is 
attained; it is this equivalence between a crilical value 
le of the J integral and a critica! value Ve of the crack 
tip opening displacement which has been responsible 
for the world-wide use of the J -integral as a crack 
extension characterising parameter for steels. The 
question of whether !he crack extension is stable or 
unstable is addressed in Section 5. With an elastic
softening material such as concrete, and for a load
control situation, although the maximum load is 
attained when the non-linear zone is fully developed if 
!he fully developed non-linear zone size is very small in 
comparison with a structure's characteristic dimension, 
such as crack size or remaining ligament size, this is 
generally not the case, since the maximum load can be 
attained prior to the zone being fully developed. 
Consequently, in general, with an elastic-softening 
material, on !he basis of non-linear zone considerations, 
the attainment of maximum load is not associated with 
a critica! J value. This is a major reason why the ]
integral has not been used to the same extent in 
concrete fracture considcrations, as it has been used in 
integrity considerations involving steel structures. 
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3. THE TRANSITION FROM LIMIT LOAD 
TO SMALL ZONE FAILURE CONDITIONS 

A particularly convenient vehicle for quantifying 
geometrical effects in the fracture of materials is the 
idealised model analysed hy Bilby, Cottrell and Swinden 
[4] (see also Dugdale [3]) in the early 1960's. Figure 3 
shows the model of a two-dimensional crack of length 
2c in an infinite solid which is subjected to the applied 
tensile stress cr such that the solid deforms in accord 
with Mode I plane strain conditions. There are partially 
developed non-linear zones at each crack tip, and it is 
assumed that the tensile stress within these zones has a 
constant value Pe· Standard results [3,4] for this model 
give the non-linear zone size R and the relative 
displacement VT ata crack tip, i.e. the crack tip opening 
displacement (CTOD), as 

R=sec (ncr) -1 
2pe 

8cpe ( cr) 
VT = nEo In sec ;Pe 

(4) 

(5) 

where Eo = E/(I-v2), E being Young's modulus and v 
being Pmsson's ratio. Consequently, if a zone is fully 
developed when VT attains a critica! value Ve, it follows 
relations (4) and (5) that the values of R and cr 
associated with the attainment of fully developed zones 
are given rcspectively by the rclations 

R = cxp - 1 
(
nEo ve) 

8pe 
(6) 

cr = -sec exp 2pe _1 (re E o ve) 
n 8cpe 

(7) 

In the limiting case (large crack size) where the fully 
devclopcd zone size is small in comparison with the 
crack size, these relations simplify Lo 

(8) 

(9) 

where K., is the value of the linear elaslic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM) stress intcnsity factor obtained by 
inputting the stress cr associated with the zone's full 
development, assuming that the solid is completely 
elastic. Expressions (8) and (9) are, of course, 
appropriate toa semi-infinite crack in a remotely loaded 
infinite solid, a situation that is often referred to as the 
"small-zone" situation. Relations (7) and (9) allow the 
critica! stress cr value Lo be expressed in terms of the 
crack size, and the behaviour pattern is shown 

schematically in Figure 4 which shows, as the crack 
size increases, how we progress from essentially limit 
load conditions through a transition regime to a LEFM 
controlled small-zone situation. 

The small-zone expressions (8) and (9) are relevant to 
the case where there is a constant stress pe within the 
non-linear zone. When the stress p within the zone is a 
general function p(v) of the relative displacement v 
within the zone, rclation (9) for Koo is replaced by the 
relation 

Koo= 
Ve 

Eo f p(v)dv 
o 

(10) 

as is easily shown by use of Rice's J -integral 

methodology [6], and in this small-zone case Koo=.VEo 1c 
(see relation (3); it is immediately seen that K., is 
markedly depcndent on the details of the p-v law. 
Unfortunately, for a general p-v law, it is not possible 
LO havc a relation for Roo that is as simple as relation 
(8). However, a detailed analysis [7], which has been 
substantiated by sorne more recent unpublished work by 
the author, has shown that for a general p-v law, 
though Roo is very dependent on the maximum stress Pe 
and the maximum displacement ve. it is nevertheless 
not overly dependent on the details of the p-v law, 
except whcn the softening is particularly pronounced 
(i.e. when thc arca under the p-v curve is << Pe ve); 
rclation (8) provides and approximate working estímate 
for Roo). 

The parameters Pe. Koo and Roo are all important with 
regard to the behaviour of structures and the design and 
selection of materials that are to be used in situations 
where structural integrity considerations are important. 
Pe is essentially the limit load stress and is the 
maximum (net-section) stress that a solid can sustain. 
The parameters Koo is important in that it provides an 
indication of the fracture toughness of a material, i.e. 
the fracture resistance associated with a large structure 
for a small-zone situation. Roo is important in that it is 
a mcasure of the critica! dimensions of a solid, e.g. 
initial crack size co and initial ligament width lo, 
below which geometrical effects are expected LO become 
important and the behaviour pattem appropriate to the 
small zone situation cannot then be used to describe the 
solid's behaviour. At the same time Roo provides a 
rough estimate of the solid dimensions below which 
failure conforms to limit load conditions, i.e. a limiting 
stress (pe) criterion. Thus if D is a structure's 
characteristic dimension, e.g. initial crack size or initial 
ligarnent width, we have 

SMALL Roo!D ~ LEFM CONDITIONS 
(11) 

"LARGE R,JD ~ LIMIT LOAD CONDITIONS 
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To put this discussion in perspecti ve, as regards 
concrete, typical values of the material parameters are 
Eo = 4 x Io4 MPa, Pe - 4 MPa and ve- 5 x w-3 cm 
whereupon relation (8) gives Roo - 20 cm. As regards 
steel, with a ferritic steel in the upper shelf regime of 
material behaviour, typical values of the material 
parameters are Eo - 200 x 1 o3 MPa, Pe - 350 MPa and 
Ve= I0-1 cm, whereupon relation (8) givcs Roo - 25 
cm. Thus steel and concrete both have sintilarly large 
Roo values albeit for different rcasons; in the case of 
steel the large Roo value is due mainly to the large Ve 
value which is a reflcction of the material's high local 
ductility in the vicinity of a crack tip, whereas with 
concrete it is due to the low pe value which is a 
reflection of the low average stress within the non
linear microcracking zone. With Roo being of the orcler 
of tens of cm., gcometrical effects are important even 
with large laboratory specimens, ancl it is materials of 
this type, e.g. steel and concrete, which provicle the 
greatest challenge in using fracture data from laboratory 
specimens to predict the behaviour of cngineering 
structures. At the other extreme, with glass for which 
typical values of the material parameters are Eo - 7 x 
104 MPa, Pe- 7 x 103 MPa (- Eo/10) and ve- 2 x 
1 o-9 cm (- a small fraction of the atomic spacing), 
relation (8) gives Roo - w-8 cm (- atomic spacing) 
which means that LEFM conclitions are operative even 
with small laboratory specimens. It shoulcl not pass 
unnoticed that Griffith [1] in his pioneering 
investigation, which provides the basis of fracture 
mechanics, performed his experiments with glass 
specimens. 

With regard to structural applications, the ideal 
situation is to have high values of Pe (the limit load 
stress), Koo (LEFM toughness) and Roo (a measure of 
the material's defcct tolcrance - the size of defcct above 
which a structure fails at a stress significantly below 
the limit load stress). Inspcction of rclations (8) ancl (9) 
show that a high Ve value increases both Koo ancl Roo. 
However a high Pe value, though increasing K"''' lcads 
lo a decrease in Roo. Thus it is impossiblc in practice to 
have high Pe· K., and Roo values at the same time; 
conscquently enginccring design and materials selcction 
depends on compromise, the way in which the 
compromise is made depending on the particular 
structural application. 

Before concluding this scction it is worth rccording that 
the parameter Roo/D - Eo vcfpe D (see relation (8)), 
where D is a structure's characteristic dimension, is a 
non-dimensional index of a solid's brittleness. Such an 
index, or variants of it, are often used by workers in the 
concrete field, to quantify whcn limit load conclitions 
are applicable. A somewhat analogous state of affairs 
exists with steel particularly with regard to the 
behaviour of cracked stainless steel piping as usecl in 

Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) coolant systcms. Figure 
5 shows a through-wall circumferential crack, with 
crack angle 28, ata ginh weld in a circular cylindrical 
pipe of radius R and thickness l. With bending bcing 
the primary mode of deformation, and a..;suming a stress 
Pe above the neutral axis and a stress-pe below the 
neutral axis, the limit moment Mp is given by the 
expression 

Rescarch at Battellc Columbus USA [8] has shown that 
the applied bending moment MAPP required for crack 
extension is given schematically by the curve shown in 
Figure 6, experimental results from pipes of various 
cliameters and with cracks of different sizes being 
scallerecl about the curve. Figure 6 shows that failure at 
limitload conclitions occurs provided that 

EoJe (1t-8)R ---,! 2 ¿¡ 
21tp~ 

(13) 

where le is the fracture Initiauon resistance of the 
material expressed in terms of the 1 integral; this 
inequality is known as the "Battelle Screening 
Criterion" [8]. The physical mcaning of this criterion is 
that the limit load approach can be used provided that 
plasticíty is able to spread aL:ross the remaining 
ligament prior lo crack extension. The left-hand side of 
inequality (13) is analogous to the parameter Roo/D -
E 0 vcfpe D with le = Pe Ve (see relation (3) for a 
constant stress p = Pe) and with D = (7t-8)R/2 being the 
characteristic distance parametcr for the structure and is 
the distance between a crack tip and the neutral axis. 
There is thus a definite similarity in the way in which 
the failure of concrete and steel structures is bcing 
viewcd as regards failure under limit load conditions. 

4. QUANTIFYING THE BEHA VIOUR 
WITHIN THE TRANSITION REGIME: SIZE 
EFFECT RELATIONS 

As regards the behaviour of steel, it is often nccessary 
to assess the integrity of a structure in a situation where 
the plastic zone sizc at the onset of crack extension is 
not necessarily very small in relation to the structure's 
characteristic dimension but at the same time is not 
large enough for limit load conditions to be operative. 
In other words the concem is with the transition regime 
between the small-zone and limit load situations. A 
goocl example is the ferritic steel pressure vessel of a 
light water nuclear reactor. In the United States it is a 
rcquirement of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
that if the Charpy Upper Shelf Energy of t he vessel 
material falls below 50 ft. lbs. during a reactor's life
time, then a comprehensive fracture mechanics analysis 
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of the vessel must be perfonned so asto guarantee the 
integrity of the reactor with regard to the presence of a 
possible flaw in the vessel wall. 

The simplest way of approaching this class of problem 
is that fonnulated by Irwin [9] in the late 1950's, and is 
based on the concept of an elastically equivalent elastic 
crack or effective elastic crack; the approach is valid for 
the case where the ratio fo the non-linear zone to a 
solid's characteristic dimension is small, though not 
infinitesimally small. In other words the approach goes 
one step beyond the small-zone procedure outlined in 
the preceding section. With this approach the magnitude 
of the J-integral for a plastically relaxed crack is given 
by the expression 

1 = J(CEFF) (14) 

where the modified crack length CEFF is related to the 
actual crack length e by Irwin's relation [9] 

CEFF= C +Re (15) 

Re is referred to as the elastically equivalent plastic 
zone size and is the distance between the actual crack tip 
and the elastically equivalent crack tip; it is a fraction of 
the actual plastic zone size Roo associated with a semi
infinite crack in a remotely loaded infinite solid (see 
previous section) when this is expressed in terms of K. 
Thus (see relations (8) and (9) by elimination of ve) Roo 
is related to Koo, the value of the LEFM stress intensity 
factor assuming the solid is completely elastic, by the 
relation Roo= 7tKoo2/8pc2, and il is known for the case 
where there is a constant stress Pe within the zone (see 
for example Edmunds and WillisOO)) that Re= Roo/3. 
Consequently with Koo replaced by K, the elaslic stress 
intensity factor due to the applied loading as referred to 
the inilial crack tip, and noting that J = K2/Eo, the 
value of the J integral for the plastically relaxed crack is 
given by relations (14) and (15) after expansion of 
relation (14) to the first lwo terms: 

H2p2 nP4 3 dH 
J = + H - (16) 

Eo 12E 2 d; O Pe 

if K is related to the applied loading P via the relation 
K = HP, H being a function of t he solid's geometrical 
parameters including parlicularly the crack size c. Thus 
assuming for steel, that crack extension proceeds when 
the J integral attains a critica! value Jc, relation (16) 
gives the applied load P required to extend the crack. 
This is the essential thrusl of the elastically equivalenl 
elastic crack procedure as it is used to quantify the 
behaviour of a cracked steel structure for contained yield 
conditions. 

The preceding discussions has been with regard to the 
situalion where the plastic zone size at the onset of 
crack extension is small compared with the 

characteristic dimension of a structure. Proceeding 
beyond this situation, but still focussing attention on 
the behaviour of steel within the transtition regime, 
there are severa! procedures which allow one to 
determine the applied loading required for crack 
extension, a particularly attraclive and relatively simple 
procedure being the so-called R6 procedure developed by 
the Central Electricity Generating Board [11] within the 
United Kingdom. This procedure stems from the Bilby
Cottrell-Swinden analysis [4] of the model of a 
plastically relaxed crack described in Section (3). With 

K = cr & being the stress intensity due to the applied 

loadings and Kc =~E o Pe Ve being the fracture 
toughness of the material, relation (7) can be written in 
the form 

(17) 

a relationship which is shown schematically in Figure 
7. With the R6 formulation, cr/pc is replaced by the 
ratio of the applied load p to the limit load PL and 
relation (17) is generalized lo give a functional relation 
ofthe fonn · 

(18) 

The particular choice of function f is given detailed 
consideration in the R6 documentation [11], but the 
essential thrust of the R6 procedure is that with a 
prescribed function f (one such relation is of course 
shown in Figure 7), and with a knowledge of the 
material's fracture toughness Kc Oc) and yield stress, 
one can determine the failure load, i.e. the load required 
for crack extension. The procedure has received 
extensive validation [11] and is now being used 
extensively in various countries, particularly with 
regards lo the assessment of the integrity of nuclear 
reactor pressure vessels; it has fonned the basis for the 
assessmenl of the vessel for the Sizewell B PWR which 
is curren ti y being constructed in the United Kingdom. 

As regards concrete, the same elastically equivalent 
elastic crack procedure has been used to describe the 
situation where the ratio of the non-linear 
microcracking zone is small compared with a solid's 
characteristic dimension, but is not infinitesimally 
small [12]. Returning to the special case where the 
stress within the non-linear zone is constant with a 
value pe, we see from relalion (16) that the zone is 
fully developed, i.e. the relalive displacement VT at the 
initial crack tip is equal to Ve, when 

(19) 
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with K2 = H2p2 and H' = dH/dc, rccognizing that Re = 
RoJ3 for the constant stress situation. Planas and Elices 
have shown [12] that this relation carries over to the 
case of an elastic softening material like concrete even 
though tress wilhin the non-linear zone is no longer 
constant. In this case le is given by the general relalion 
(3) and Re is the elastically equivalent fully developcd 
softening zone size associatcd with a semi-infinitc crack 
in a remotely loaded infinite salid; Re depends on the 
softening law characteristics [12]. It is important to 
recognize that the arguments u sed [ 12] to develop 
rclation (19) for an elastic softening material apply only 
to the case where RcfD (D being a solid's characteristic 
dimension) is small. Relation (19) allows one to 
calculate the maximum load that a structure can sustain, 
and the relation can be used as an extrapolation 
methodology for large structures. 

If K is expressed in the form 

K= ONW S(s/D) = PH(c) (20) 

where O'N is a nominal stress defined as P/BD with B 
being the thickness, relation (19) which has been 
derived strictly for the case where RcfD is can be 
rewrinen in the form 

(21) 

S(c/D) is a geometrical shape factor, with So being the 

value of the shape factor for e= c0 and So'= dS/dc for e 

= co; K in relation (19) is the stress intensity defined 

with regard to the initial crack tip, and is specificd by 
relation (20) but with e = c0 . Il has been argued, 

notably by Bazant and co-workers [ 13], that relation 
(19), although its derivation is based on the assumption 
that Re/D is small, provides an approximate 

representation of thc true state of affairs for all Re/D. H 

is used as a basis for correlating the failure loads of 
concrete structures having different dimensions. In a 
sense relation (21) is a failure estimation schemc, 
similar in concept to the R6 proccdure used for stecls, 
but the precise formulation is different. 

5. INSTABILITY OF CRACK GROWTH 

Thc paper has so far been concemed with the criterion 
for the onsct of crack extension in the case of stccl, i.e. 
when there is a complete loss of cohesion at the initial 
crack tip, and with the criterion for thc attainment of 
maximum load for a load control situation in the case 
of concrete; no consideration has been givcn to a 
general criterion for instability of crack growth. In the 
case of steel, again primarily motivated by the 

technological 
commonly 
from a 
[ 14], and is based on the 
as well as the onset of crack extension can be 
characterizcd the J -integral. Thus for a 
say a fixcd the 
for the structure beíng assesscd 
f unction of crack e, 
simple model where there is a line zone ahead of 
a crack tip, i.e. with thc sort of modcl described in 
SecLion 2. The rate of of J, i.e. with 

respect to crack lcngth, for the fixed displacement, is 
thcn compared with the of the 

in a 
of crack 

be unstable when 

otherwise crack extension 
This 

is to use the crack resistance curve as 
determined from a crackcd thick bend "lA'""""' 
H ts reckoned that this a 
!ower bound crack growth rcsistance curve and will be 
lower than any J crack resistance bchaviour that 
is likely to be encountcrcd in a structural 

The siluation is even more as the 
instability of crack growth in concrete. This is because 
of the elastic softcning characteristics of the 
except with very large structures, with a load 
control situation can occur prior to the full development 
of the non-linear zone, which of course precludes thc 
use of the J integral to charactcrise the onset of crack 
extension. There would appear to be no general 
methodology and each situation has to be considercd 

15] has detailed 

existcnce of a cusp 
instability, where both load and u¡~,ulcacca 
during crack extension (see figure 8), for 
ranges of a geometrical 
There is a similarity here with the behaviour of a very 
ductile material, such as austenitic stainlcss stecl, where 
a similar phenomenon can occur when there is 
extensive deformation limit load 
condítions), provided that the structure is 
flexible. This situation has bcen examincd 
for the case of crackcd stainless stcel 
piping, in the context of the of nuclear reactor 
piping systems. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

In the preceding sections the author has attempted lo 
compare the approaches that are currently being use to 
assess the integrity of cracked steel and concrete 
structures, and has attempted to draw general parallels 
and emphasize contrasts, while at the same time 
indicating the reasons for the different approaches. The 
unifying concept that allows comparisons to be made is 
that with steel, the relaxation of stress at a crack tip 
occurs in a zone ahead of the initial crack tip by plastic 
deformation. With concrete we again have a relaxation 
of stress but in this case it proceeds by the formation of 
a microcracking zone ahead of the initial crack tip, and 
this microcracking zone is analogous to the plastic zone 
in steel. As indicated in the paper, extensive use has 
been made, by workers in both fields, of a material 
behaviour description whereby the non-linearity of 
material behaviour (plasticity or microcracking) in the 
vicinity of the initial crack tip is represented by an 
infinitesimal! y thin zone of material ahead of the initial 
crack tip. Within this non-linear zone there is a tensilc 
stress p which is related to the relative displacement v; 
in the case of concrete, the relalion between p and v is 
the material's softening law; in the case of steel, it is 
generally assumed that p retains a constant value Pe 
until the relative displacement v attains a critica! value 
Ve. From this basis of a specific p-v law, constant p in 
the case of stccl and a decreasing p-increasing v relation 
in the case of concrete, the paper has described how 
crack extension is being considered for both classes of 
material. Not surprisingly, in view of this unification, 
there are definí te similarilies in the way crack extension 
is being considered in the two types of material. For 
example it is clcarly recognized in both cases that there 
is a transition betwccn limit load conditions and small
zone LEFM conditions as the structural dimensions 
increase. However there is one obvious difference, and 
that is with regard to the way in which the J -integral 
has been used. There has been extensive use of J as a 
crack extension parameter in the case of steel, but not 
so with concrete, primarily because, in general, 
instability of crack growth associated with maximum 
load can occur prior to the full development of the non
linear softening zone, and then failure is not associated 
with a unique J value. 

It should be pointed out, however, that even in the case 
of steel and even with plane strain deformation 
conditions in the vicinity of a crack tip, it is now 
becoming increasingly recognized that the value of J at 
the onset of crack extension need not necessarily be 
unique. Thus an appreciable amount of research effort is 
curren ti y being devoted to the effect of crack tip tensile 
stresses which act in a direction within the crack plane 
but perpendicular to the crack front (the so-called T 
stresses); such stresses can seemingly influence the 
magnitude of J associated with the onset of crack 
extension [16,17]. An important motivation for this 
research is the desirability to underpin the experimental 

finding [18] that the J value associated with the 
extension of a shallow crack in the surface of a thick 
stecl plate is greater than that associated with deeper 
cracks from which experimental J values are usually 
obtained. It is recognized that in pressurized thermal 
shock (PTS) accident scenarios with PWR vessels, 
shallow cracks seemingly play a dominant role in 
influencing the probability of vessel failure, and there 
are decide advantages to be gained from taking credit for 
the enhanced toughness associated with a shallow crack. 

A not entirely dissimilar state of affairs exists with 
concrete, for it is recognized [19] that with the non
linear zone model where a material's softening 
behaviour in the zone is charactcrised by a p-v softcning 
law, the p-v law may not be entirely unique but will 
depend on the normal stresses (i.e. T stresses) parallel 
to the crack plane, as well as other factors. Such a 
dependency would go sorne way to explain why the 
work to fracture, based on a measurement of the load
deflection curve of a fracture specimen is not truly 
independent of specimen size or shape as it should be 
with a unique p-v softening law. 

Befare concluding this paper, the author wishes to make 
the point that there are definitc advantages to be gained 
by workers in the concrete field keeping a close watch 
on developments in the steels field, and vice-versa, so 
as to capitalize upon thinking in the other fíeld. This 
transfer of thinking is obviously most likely to proceed 
in the steels ~ concrete direction in view of the longer 
tradition for the use of fracture mechanics in the steels 
field, motivated to a large extent during the last twenty 
five years by the demands of the nuclear industry, and 
carlier by the welded ship problem during World War JI; 
this has resulted in appreciable funding for research on 
the fracture of stccls, in comparison with the fracture of 
concrete. In view of space and also time limits in 
preparation, the present paper has focussed on a limited 
number of structural integrity issues and has attempted 
to draw parallels and make comparisons between 
developments in the steels and concrete fields. It is 
worth mentioning that there are other issues which are 
worthy of consideration as regards the transfer of 
technological thinking. immediate issues that come to 
mind are (a) The role of residual stresses induce by for 
example the welding of steel structures and their 
analogy with shrinkage stresses in concrete, (b) The 
role of fatigue - the well known París Law [20] has 
been used extensively for steel and is now being 
considered for use with concrete, (e) Long tcrm material 
degradation, due to for example precipitation and 
irradiation phenomena in steel, (d) Environmentally 
assisted crack extension. 
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Ft ~URE"" \ 

A non-linear (cohesive, strip yield or line plastic) zone associated with a crack. The stress 
within the zone is p and the relative displacement is v, with p = Pe at the leading edge of 
the zone; v = ve at the trailing edge when the zone is fully developed and then p = O. 

A contour r round the tip of a crack; the J-integral is defined with respect to the contour r 
vi a relation ( 1). 
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The model of a two-dimensional crack of length 2c in an infinite solid subjected to an applied 
tensile stress (J normal to the crack plane; at each crack tip there are non-linear zones of 
length R within which the tensile stress is Pe· 

c. 

The transition from limít load to LEFM conditions as the crack size increases with the model 
in Figure 3. 
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A through-wall circumferential crack (contained angle 28) at a girth weld in a circular 
cylindrical pipe of radius R and thickness t. 

\ 

• 

The experimental (schematic) variation of the applied bending moment MAPP required for 
crack extension. Jc is the fracture initiation resistance of the material while ~ is the limit 
moment as given by relation (12). 
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l 

The crack extension condition for the model of a plastically relaxed crack (Figure 3) 
expressed in the R6 format. 

A cusp catastrophe type of displacement control crack growth instabilityCl 5). 


